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Miles Randell

TEAAM President
Advanced Life Support Paramedic
BC Ambulance Service Paramedic 21 years
SAR team Member 28 years
Pro Ski Patroller 15 years
CFSSAR Instructor
BC Ambulance Service Mentor, Clinical Educator
Justice Institute Of BC, Paramedic Academy Lead Instructor
Helicopter Rescue Hoist and Longline Operator
January, 2017
TEAAM Is Created
February 2017

BC Forest Safety Ombudsman Releases Report After A Tragic Logging Accident.
-Medicated his pain away
-Controlled anxiety/nausea
-Medicated his blood pressure to keep his spinal cord protected
-Vacuum spine board
-Ultrasound
- Rapid Transport With Ongoing Care
- Transport Time to Trauma Centre In 1/10 Traditional Transport time
- Patient Received Emergent Surgery
Cost to employer $4520
Outcome

-Patient Received Emergent Surgery And Is Already Walking Again
-Prevented Extrication Paralysis
-Reduced Cost By Over $9,000,000

Alison Davies-Coggins

Thank you - most people don't know what its like having a spouse work away doing something so dangerous - when he leaves i always ask whos gonna call - like if something goes south i want to know whos gonna tell me. sounds morbid but we have a family to look after. knowing you guys are out there makes the difference between walking out of a hospital and being wheeled out. Thank u
TEAAM 1, Based In The Sea To Sky, Has The Following Range.
- Paramedics/Nurses/Doctors
- Auto Ex Technicians
- Swift Water Rescue Techs
- Mountain Guides
We Literally Bring The Emergency Department To The Accident Scene.
Vacuum Spine Boards/Splints
Critical Care Medications
Cardiac Monitor
Automatic CPR Device
Ventilators
Ultrasound
Surgical Airways
Intubation
Auto Extrication
But Wait! There’s More!
Experience
“they show up in work clothes and boots, not flight suits and loafers!!!”
Funding Model.

Supported With A Shared Approach By Canadian Forces, Health Authority, Patronages, WorkSafeBC, Industry And Private Donations.
TB VETS HONOURS BC FRONTLINE HEROES
Arming Them with Life-Saving Respiratory Equipment

TEAAM Society
Defibrillator
2017 Grant Award: $23,338

tbvets.org
TEAAM

Technical Evacuation Advanced Aero Medical Society (TEAAM) is an advanced life support Helicopter Emergency Medical Services (HEMS) non-profit that will respond to remote, austere wilderness and industrial settings. This is their story.

TEAAM Testimonial Video
Wireless Ultrasound for Emergency Medical Services

October 12, 2018

Technical Evacuation Advanced Aero Medical Society (TEAA)
Questions?